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Agenda – Day Five

8.30am Clearing  
Models and tools for working with change

10.00am Skills practice (with working break in triads)
12.00pm Lunch
1.00pm Plenary/further tools
1.30pm Skills practice (with working break)
3.30pm Plenary
4.30pm Finish



Clearing

! Anything left over 
from yesterday that 
you need to clear 
briefly now or put on 
the agenda for later 
on?



Portfolio

! Any burning questions?



Learning zone model (p.93)



Cycle of change (pp97-99)
Pre-contemplation

See no reason to 
change

Contemplation
Thinking about 

change

Determination
Preparing to 

change

Action
Making changes

Maintenance
Maintaining changes

Relapse
Relapsing

Prochaska & DeClemente



Coaching tools videos

! How and when do you notice GROW being used?
! To what extent are the SP capability indicators 

being used?
! What worked well and why?
! What did not work so well and why?
! What, if anything, did you notice about the coach’s 

‘presence’, contracting, building the relationship, 
inclusivity and ethics?

! What feedback would you give the coach?
! How could you use this tool and how does it fit 

with your therapy modality/theory?



Skills practice (2 hours)

Triads:
Coach
Coachee
Observer

(Lunch 12.00-1.00)





Plenary

! Time to raise 
questions and share 
ideas



Skills practice (2 hours)

Triads:
Coach
Coachee
Observer

(Agree rest break)



Plenary



Reflective journal

! Use the first set of questions and prompts
! Then expand on the second set of questions, 

using CIs

! Take a moment now to capture some notes



Workshop 3 Preparation
! Read the pages of the handbook and watch videos relevant 

to workshop 3 
! Think about your approach to evaluation and to working 

systemically
! Read and work through the ethical dilemmas handout that I 

will email to you before the workshop
! Book a tutorial/supervision

Further reading that you may find helpful regarding your 
philosophy and the business of coaching:
o Peltier (2010) Chapter 18 “Making the transition”.
o Passmore (2010) Chapter 4 “Setting up and

running your coaching practice”



Checking out

¤ One thing that stood out for you today?
¤ How are you feeling in one word?

! Close


